
who we are

momentum realized

 For over 2 decades, we have been a trusted partner to companies and
organizations of all sizes. With a track record for repeat clients and building
successful annual events, we are proud to be one of the Tri-State Area's leading
meeting and event managers. 

what we do
corporate special events 
We plan and manage corporate events
of all types, including employee
recognition and appreciation events,
holiday celebrations, and both in-house
and offsite meetings.
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meetings and conferences
We specialize in producing meetings and
conferences from concept to post-event,
with experience managing even the
most exclusive of C-suite gatherings.

registration services
Your attendees' first impression begins at
registration. We offer comprehensive,
standalone registration services for events
large and small, including both on-site and
pre-event management.

virtual events, event tech
Online, we are experts in bringing as
much of the in-person experience to the
virtual. Offline, we can help optimize in-
person events with event technology,
A/V, and more.

vendor management
After over two decades in business, we
know the best in the business. We
introduce and manage trusted and
vetted vendors who bring the best of
what their industry has to offer.

pre-event services
Not sure where to begin? We offer services
to help you get started including concept
development, venue search and selection,
and contract negotiation with vendors and
venues.



why us?
time-tested experience
 We don’t just manage the logistics. We bring over two
decades of experience, vetted vendors, and tried-and-true
processes, ensuring a smooth and successful event.
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personalized attention
We treat our clients' businesses like our own. Your goals
become our goals, and we work as an extension of your
team. We treat each project individually, designing
bespoke, holistic solutions that work for you.

We know that any year’s business success
is built on the success of the last, and we
believe that your events should be, too. 

Working together, we create outstanding
events that build momentum from event
to event, year to year.

certifiably better
Our founder Lorraine Mariella, CSEP, CMP holds two of
the most valued certifications in hospitality. Eventium is a
member of IATA and is a certified women-owned
business. Both Eventium and founder Lorraine Mariella
have also been the recipient of dozens of industry awards.

our philosophy

More than simply managing production
and logistics, Eventium serves as a true
partner for our clients, treating their
business like it’s our own. 

We help navigate everything from pre-
event decisions to analyzing learnings to
apply the next year.

how?
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